Northpointe Suite Custody Management is an all-inclusive solution designed specifically for jail administrators, officers, staff, detention centers and institutions.

Developed by practitioners with decades of experience doing exactly what you do every day, this solution delivers on the core management features you need to oversee your population while leveraging data to make defensible decisions. You will gain access to functionality that allows modern facilities to run a safe and efficient operation using one integrated system.

Your Agency can:

- Access person data, including classification level, history information, inmate details, case information and more all in one place
- Coordinate workload using queues for pretrial needs, intake and classification processing
- Easily track notifications and warnings related to inmate status
- Manage facility operations with easy-to-view visual layouts and color-coded alerts
- Tie programming and work release oversight together using integrated tools

Northpointe Suite Custody Management goes beyond the standard “book & release” choices you have today. You need data to defend your operation and maximize your limited resources. That’s Northpointe Custody Management.

An Evolved Approach to Custody Management

- Advanced data analytics for operational transparency
- Decision support made easy
- Policy compliance to keep your facility defensible and on track